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Figure 1: (a) Using BodyLoci, the user selects a command by touching an area on his body; (b) using mid-air Marking menus, the user selects a command by performing a directional gesture in front of him; (c) hardware setup in the virtual reality context; (d) novice modes with background images for both techniques.

ABSTRACT

Previous studies have shown that spatial memory and semantic aids can help users learn and remember gestural commands. Using the body as a support to combine both dimensions has therefore been proposed, but no formal evaluations have yet been reported. In this paper, we compare an on-body interaction technique (BodyLoci) to mid-air Marking menus in a virtual reality context. We consider three levels of semantic aids: no aid, story-making, and story-making with background images. Our results show important improvement when story-making is used, especially for Marking menus (28.5% better retention). Both techniques performed similarly without semantic aids, but Marking menus outperformed BodyLoci when using them (17.3% better retention). While our study does not show a benefit in using body support, it suggests that inducing users to leverage simple learning techniques, such as story-making, can substantially improve recall, and thus make it easier to master gestural techniques. We also analyze the strategies used by the participants for creating mnemonics to provide guidelines for future work.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Previous studies have shown that spatial memory and semantic aids can help users learn and remember commands [34, 35]. Such aids can make it easier and more enjoyable to learn the expert mode of command selection techniques, allowing users to interact more efficiently and more fluidly with user interfaces. Such techniques would be especially useful for mobile interaction or virtual reality, as no expert mode is generally available in such contexts.

The body provides natural landmarks that should support spatial memory and provide semantic information that might help to memorize commands (e.g. birthmarks) [5] when gestures are performed on the user’s body. In this paper, we report the first study comparing an on-body interaction technique, BodyLoci (Figure 1-a), to a baseline technique, which is a mid-air variation of Marking menus [25, 54] (Figure 1-b). While Marking menus only rely on directional gestures, BodyLoci makes use of the body as an interaction surface, which might help retention for the above-mentioned reasons. This study was performed in a Virtual Reality environment (Figure 1-c) in an attempt to provide expert techniques in this context. Both techniques are well adapted because they do not require the user to see their hands when performing gestures in expert mode.

In a first experiment (n=24), we compared learning and retention for both techniques and found no difference in recall performance between them over two days. In a second experiment (n=24, different participants), we augmented both techniques with semantic aids. These aids are inspired by mnemonic devices such as the method of loci [52], which makes use of elaborative encoding and visual imagery to store information. These methods leverage several memory components (spatial memory, object/image memory, elaborative encoding [3, 7, 34]) which likely interact with each other in a way that enhances memorization [30, 33]. Building on these results, two different kinds of semantic aids were used in this experiment: (1) Story-making and (2) Background images. In the
first case, we incited users to create stories to strengthen mnemonic encoding [34, 35]. In the second case, we used background images in addition to story-making to see if this additional information would help users in creating stories (Figure 1-d).

Our results showed important improvement when story-making was used, especially for Marking menus (up to 28.5% better compared to the first experiment). While BodyLoci and mid-air Marking menus performed similarly in the first experiment, Marking menus outperformed BodyLoci in this experiment (17.3% better retention). However, background images did not provide a clear benefit.

The most striking result of this study is that just inducing users to leverage simple learning techniques can substantially improve recall. This suggests that such methods, which do not require strong effort and can even be seen as sort of game, should efficiently help users in using gestural techniques. However, contrary to our expectations, our study does not show a benefit in using body support, probably because this technique was new and unusual for the participants. Moreover, Marking menus gained more performance than BodyLoci when semantic aids were used, which might be the result of a high mental demand as suggested in the discussion.

After presenting the related work and the techniques we used, we report on our two experiments then present an analysis of the strategies used by the participants for creating mnemonics. We propose a classification of these strategies to provide guidelines for future work and discuss our results, then conclude.

2 BACKGROUND
User interfaces mostly rely on recognition: the user must typically recognize the command she wants to perform in a set of buttons or in a list of menu items. However, recall, which does not require searching commands, is believed to provide better speed performance [38, 40] and better accuracy especially when items are small [37]. This is especially true for repetitive actions, which users might perform very often in their life. In this section, we present techniques designed to enhance recall and discuss their results to situate our work and justify our choices. We then focus on techniques for on-body interaction.

2.1 Spatial Memory
Previous work have focused on leveraging the spatial positions of commands and/or suggested that spatially constant interfaces should be favored [15, 21, 36, 38, 39]. To reinforce the aid provided by spatial cues, users might rely on implicit or explicit landmarks. To ameliorate accuracy while performing gestures, explicit landmarks might, for instance, be added to input surfaces [17, 51]. Interestingly, the human body provides natural landmarks that might be exploited by users for the same purpose [5, 45].

Recent work by Uddin at al. suggests that landmarks help users memorize command locations [42]. In their study, spatial landmarks provided better memorization performance than background images. However, as reported by the authors, participants may not have been aware of the presence of images. We try to avoid this problem in our study by providing participants with explicit instructions to evaluate whether displaying a background image helps mnemonic encoding.

2.2 Method of Loci and Semantic Aids
Combining several input channels or different types of memory is likely to produce better results than just relying on spatial memory, as suggested by Miller’s study [30] and [3, 33, 34]. This aspect is also grounded by studies on mnemonic devices, as pointed out in the introduction. Usually, these techniques rely on a combination of strategies, which leverage several memory components [35, 52].

The method of loci is a mnemonic device that has been used since antiquity to acquire vast amounts of knowledge [52]. It requires the user to map the items to recall with locations in a well-known environment, such as the user’s home or a famous building. A drawback of this method is that it requires creating a mental image of this environment, which requires important training. However, it has been used as a source of inspiration for an interaction technique where this demanding step is unnecessary because the user interacts inside (and thus can see) this environment [34]. Building on the same principle, we propose to use the user’s own body as an “environment” where she can map the commands to remember.

The method of loci does not only rely on spatial memory but also on images and on the idea of making stories to enhance memorization. Images may be or not related to the environment, and this method advises users to make use of striking or bizarre images to leverage image memory [8, 52]. More generally, the idea of using visual landmarks to leverage memorization has also been investigated in previous research in HCI [34, 36, 42]. Stories provide another kind of semantic aid. They serve as a means to relate these different pieces of information between them, rely on other memory components [3, 33] and involve deeper levels of encoding [12] than incidental learning.

Because most users are not aware of such methods, they are unlikely to use such strategies spontaneously. However, some users may intuitively use resembling strategies. In order to evaluate to which extent these kinds of semantic aids could help memorization, we performed the same experiment with and without semantic aids. In the latter case, during the learning phase, we instructed participants to create stories, either using the normal user interface or an augmented version displaying background images. Importantly, we gave no indications to the participants in the first experiment, but we explicitly informed them that these aids could enhance memorization in the second experiment, to see if this would make a difference.

2.3 Gestures and Incidental Learning
Keyboard shortcuts provide an expert mode on the PC, but rely on a different modality than pointing, thus requiring the expert mode to be learned explicitly. Marking menus [25] solve this problem by relying on gestures that are performed likewise in the novice or expert mode. This type of incidental learning helps users mastering the expert mode with little or no effort. Moreover, gestural shortcuts have been shown to provide better recall rates than keyboard shortcuts [2], whereas rhythmic shortcuts produced similar results [18]. Interestingly, both studies reported that some users created elaborated mnemonics. Yet, these studies did not focus on how participants created them, and, to our knowledge, this subject has not been systematically investigated in the HCI literature.


2.4 On-Body Interaction
To interact with a system, actions are usually performed using the hands without taking advantage of the whole body. Some studies investigated the body as an input surface to interact with by pointing on body areas to trigger actions [1, 19, 47] or store information [10]. These approaches, except the latter, do not require users to hold any particular device and allow eyes-free interaction by leveraging proprioception. This last point is particularly interesting in a virtual reality context where the user does not see her body.

As suggested earlier, natural landmarks can be exploited on the body to enhance the recall of items [5] (e.g. knuckles [49] or birthmarks [5]). Artificial landmarks may also be attached to the skin [48, 49], thus providing tactile input and visual output. The forearm is generally considered as particularly appropriate [27] as it is easy to access.

Interactions on the shoulders, ribs, and hips were also evaluated positively [23, 47]. Using landmarks and proprioception, users may also interact via imaginary interfaces [20, 22]. Finally, it is worth noticing that tactile feedback on the skin may be helpful [27] in the absence of visual feedback (i.e., eyes-free interaction).

Despite the possible benefits presented above, only few studies have investigated the use of on-body interaction to leverage command memorization. To our knowledge, this paper presents the first study that formally compares on-body interaction with a conventional interaction technique.

3 TECHNIQUES AND VR ENVIRONMENT
To compare the learning and retention of commands, we focused our evaluation on two gestural interaction techniques: an adapted version of MarkingMenus [25], which acts as a baseline, and a new on-body interaction technique called BodyLoci.

This choice was motivated by the following reasons. First, MarkingMenus is a well-known technique that provides an efficient expert mode, which makes it a good candidate for a baseline. Second, this choice allows a fair comparison between techniques because they both rely on gestural interaction, provide a novice and an expert mode (respectively involving recognition and recall) and enable incidental learning of the expert mode (the user performs similar gestures when interacting in both modes).

However, while sharing some similarities, these techniques rely on two different types of gestures. MarkingMenus use directional gestures, which can be seen as abstract (or arbitrary) gestures [50, 53] in the sense that they do not involve analogies with actions in the physical world (contrary, for instance, to pinch gestures). In contrast, as explained below, BodyLoci gestures require memorizing locations on the user’s body. As seen above, using the human body may favor spatial memorization [1, 5, 19]. Body parts also involve semantics because they have a function and various characteristics (cf. examples in the Memorization Strategies section). We were thus interested in seeing whether using body-related or abstract gestures would make a difference.

3.1 Context: Virtual Reality Environments
We chose to perform our study in a VR environment. This context seems particularly interesting for on-body interaction since the user cannot see his body, but proprioception allows accurate pointing at body parts without looking at them. Moreover, VR systems do not generally have shortcuts for command selection, such as hotkeys on a PC, despite interaction techniques have been proposed previously [14]. Thus, gestural interaction seems well adapted to offer fast interaction techniques in such environments.

Technically, we used an HTC Vive system [44]. This system continuously captures the position of the headset and of two controllers (one for each hand) that enable the user to interact with the virtual world. Each controller provides buttons (including a trigger) and a circular touchpad. In addition, we also used a Microsoft Kinect [29] to track the user body.

3.2 BodyLoci
Based on previous studies [23, 47], we selected 12 areas on the body that can be activated (Figure 2). As a sitting position facilitates access to some areas and is likely to reduce fatigue, we conducted our study in this situation. To enable a larger number of gestural shortcuts and favor memorization [6], this technique relies on hierarchical menus. Its design is inspired by [17] where the user must activate two locations on a PC touchpad to perform a selection. A first selection selects a menu and a second selection a command inside it. Both selections are performed by moving the hand close to the desired body location and activating a dedicated trigger (described below). Overall a maximum of 12×12=144 commands can be triggered.

Validation of the selection. To validate a selection we developed a simple solution shown in Figure 3. The HTC Vive controller is attached to the forearm of the user and the index finger is inserted into a sort of thimble (built using a 3D printer) that is attached to the trigger of the controller. By flexing the finger, the user can activate the trigger. This inexpensive solution makes it possible to lay the hand on the body (which provides benefits for accuracy [27] and likely memorization) and avoids asking the user to hold a device. Short vibrations are emitted when the user’s hand is close to a body location. This facilitates interaction and avoids errors because the user know if his movements are properly detected by the system.

Novice and Expert Modes. BodyLoci gestures can be performed in both modes. In novice mode, a floating window displays the outline of a human body with the 12 possible body locations (Figure 4). Each location has a label that indicates the name of the associated
We adapted BodyLoci on the left, Marking menus on the right. The first selection opens a menu, the second selection activates a vertically or diagonally) to select the desired item. A gesture can visual representation is displayed (expert mode). Importantly, as the latter was shown to be less accurate in the 2D case and may be used successive straight marks rather than “zigzag” marks because selecting a submenu, and one for selecting an item in this menu. We number of shortcuts. Instead of using compound mark [25] we used position.

To perform a marking gesture, the user must hold the Vive controller in his hand and pull the trigger while performing the gesture. The desired item is selected when releasing the trigger. As with the BodyLoci technique, the user can perform the gesture immediately (expert mode) or wait for a delay of one second to make the menu appear in a floating window (novice mode), as shown in Figure 4. The item that will be selected when releasing the trigger is highlighted with a blue circle and a black stroke is drawn between the center of the menu and this item. As previously, the controller emits short vibrations when an item can be selected.

4 BODYLOCI VS. MARKING MENUS

Our goal in this first experiment was to compare benefits offered by on-body interaction and directional abstract gestures on the memorization process. We thus compared the two above-described techniques (BodyLoci and MarkingMenus - factor Tech). Since the body provides spatial landmarks and associated semantics, we hypothesized that BodyLoci should provide better memorization performance than MarkingMenus (H1).

Participants and Apparatus. We recruited 24 participants in our local universities. Overall we had a population aged from 21 to 41 (mean 27) counting 11 women. We ran the experiment using the Unity game engine [43] with the VR system described above.

Design and Procedure. We used a within-subject design with factor Tech. We blocked by Tech, counter-balancing the presentation order: half of the participants started with BodyLoci and the other half started with MarkingMenus.

As proposed in previous work [2, 32, 36, 46], we used two sessions separated by an interval of 24 hours (Figure 5). The first session was intended to evaluate immediate memory and the second long-term memory. Sessions were made of learning and recall blocks. In Learning blocks, participants could trigger the novice mode of the techniques to learn command locations or perform them faster using the expert mode if they recall their locations. In Recall blocks, expert mode is enforced and no information is provided to the participants except whether the selection is correct or not. The first session consisted of three consecutive pairs of learning/recall blocks (named L1, R1, L2, R2, L3, R3) for each technique (see Figure 5). The second session consisted of a recall block, a learning block and again a recall block (R4, L4, R5). R4 serves to evaluate retention after a 24 hours interval, and R5 how efficiently users re-learn commands in each condition (Figure 5).

As explained in the previous section, commands were organized in a two-level hierarchy to allow the selection and memorization of a reasonably large number of commands (4x4=16 in our experiment as explained below). To match the design of MarkingMenus and limit each level to 8 items as recommended [25], we removed the areas on the arms (“E” and “W” on Figure 2).

Technique A

Technique B

Session 1

Session 2

Figure 5: Learning and Recall blocks performed by users for each technique on two sessions over two consecutive days. Each block is composed of 16 trials.
Distractions include ANIMALS, FRUITS, SPORTS and VEHICLES, INSTRUMENTS, HISTORY, SCIENCE.

Figure 6: The two sets of categories used during the experiment consist of 4 categories with target items (in bold) and 4 categories used as distractors.

The first level of the hierarchy consisted of 8 categories (4 categories actually used and 4 categories used as distractors). Each category contained 8 items semantically related to this category (e.g. “apple” and “orange” in category “fruits”) so that no ambiguity was possible when searching for the category of a command.

Two equivalent sets of categories were created for the experiment (see Figure 6).

The positions of the categories and of the commands inside categories were specified before the experiment and were the same for all participants. The two techniques (Tech1 and Tech2) and the two sets of categories were counterbalanced over participants. For each technique, participants had to learn the position of 16 commands (4 target commands inside each of the 4 non-distractor categories).

Before the first phase of each technique in both sessions (i.e. L1 or R4), participants started with a training block to get used to it. During training, categories and commands had abstract names such as “menu1” and “item13”. The training block lasted until participants felt ready to continue.

To start a trial, participants had to position their dominant hand on a floating window in front of them. This window then disappeared and participants could see the command they had to find and select. When the right category was selected, a sound was played and its name was shown at the top left corner of the floating window displaying the menus (Figure 4). When a command was selected, another sound was played and a green or red square blinked whether the selection was correct or not. Only this last feedback was provided during the recall blocks.

The first session lasted approximately 1 hour and the second session 30 minutes. The first session ended with a questionnaire and the second session with an interview. The goal of this interview was to understand how participants memorized commands and what strategies they adopted.

4.1 Results

For conciseness, we do not report ANOVA results but only paired t-tests (i.e. post-hoc t-tests) with Cohen’s $d$ effect size, and indicate 95% confidence intervals on the graphs. We first compare recall rates for the two techniques. Figure 7-a shows that MarkingMenus and BodyLoci provide similar performance for each phase, except in the first phase where MarkingMenus perform better than BodyLoci. The difference in performance is significant for R1 ($p = 0.023, d = 0.57$), but not for phases R2 to R5 (all $p$’s $> 0.70$). Thus, hypothesis (H1) is not supported by our results.

Except for the first learning phase (L1, Figure 7-b), the average time of a trial in the learning phases is significantly higher for BodyLoci than MarkingMenus (all $p$’s $< 0.002$ and $d > 0.72$, but $p = 0.41$ for L1). The difference is especially important for the second phase (L2) and cannot be solely explained by a longer execution time of BodyLoci. However, both results may have been affected by the fact that users needed time to master this novel and unconventional technique, especially at the beginning of the experiment (for instance, the difference in time between techniques was more than 3 times higher for L2 than for L5). In comparison, MarkingMenus are much more similar to common user interfaces, which participants have been using for years. This explanation is also supported by the participants’ interviews (see below).

Subjective results. At the end of the first session, participants were asked to fill a questionnaire. We analyzed these results using non-parametric t-tests. First, participants had to report which technique they preferred (with the possibility to have no preference). Overall 58.3% preferred using MarkingMenus and 20.8% BodyLoci. This difference is significant ($p = 0.04$), and most of the participants found MarkingMenus easy to manipulate and closer to conventional interactions (i.e. pointing).

The rest of the questionnaire consisted of Likert-scales using 7 levels with questions about comfort, enjoyment, fatigue, and mental demand (see Figure 7-c). We also asked participants about their perceived performance on the last recall phase and their perceived progression between the first and last recall phases (Figure 7-c). We found that MarkingMenus was significantly better for comfort ($p < 0.01$), fatigue ($p = 0.01$), and recall rate ($p = 0.02$). A trend was observed for progression ($p = 0.08$) and mental demand ($p = 0.06$). This last trend supports the hypothesis that the on-body interaction technique required more attention than MarkingMenus, presumably because participants were not accustomed to this way of interacting.

$^1$The execution time of a trial is about 4 s for MarkingMenus and 5 s for BodyLoci, which requires larger movements.
Finally, we asked participants if they would use BodyLoci without the constraints of the apparatus used for the studies. For this question we used a Likert-scale with levels from 1-"Completely Disagree" to 7-"Completely Agree". The answers were positive (median = 5.5) with mixed justifications. Some of the participants saw in this technique a way to get rid of remote controllers ("it is convenient and you don’t need special equipment for that") (p12), or found it convenient in the case "your hands are busy [and] you activate a command with your forearm over your chest" (p11). A participant who would disagree using this technique said: "I find counter-intuitive and difficult to associate several functions for each area on the body" (p17).

5 IMPACT OF SEMANTIC AIDS

As said in the Background section, users can memorize a large number of items relatively easily over the long term [8, 28] when provided with adequate strategies (e.g. mnemonic devices). Since users can be creative when explicitly asked to create mnemonics [13], but may not do it spontaneously, we were interested in comparing groups of users instructed, or not, to create mnemonics. For this purpose, we conducted a second experiment, with the same design as the first experiment, but focusing on the effect of semantic aids. Importantly, while we gave no indications to the participants in the previous experiment, in this experiment we explicitly informed them that these aids could enhance memorization.

We used two different kinds of semantic aids, Stories and Stories+Images (factor Aids):

(1) Stories: we instructed participants to create Stories about the command/position couples they had to remember with examples such as "if rocket is the command on top of the marking menus, imagine that you are launching it" or "if the command camera is on your shoulder, imagine that you are shooting a video with it".

(2) Stories+Images: we gave the same instructions but also added a background image to the graphical representations of the menus in novice mode (Figure 1-c) in order to provide more materials for users to create mnemonics.

We hypothesized that the participants of this experiment (context Semantics) would perform better than the participants of the first experiment (context Baseline) (H2), and also that participants aided with images (Stories+Images) would perform better than those only instructed to create stories (Stories) (H3).

Participants and Apparatus. We recruited 24 new participants in our local universities. Overall we had a population aged from 20 to 49 (mean 27) counting 7 women and 17 men. We used the same apparatus than in the first experiment.

Design and Procedure. We blocked by Tech within participants, counter-balancing the presentation order as in the first experiment and made Aids a between-subject factor to avoid a transfer from Stories+Images to Stories.

In other words, we re-run the first experiment, but half of the participants under the Stories Aids, and the other half under the Stories+Images Aids. We used the exact same procedure than in the first experiment and the sessions lasted the same amount of time.

5.1 Results

In order to compare the conditions of our between-subject design, we performed unpaired t-tests. Figure 7-a shows the recall rates of both Stories and Stories+Images. We can observe that they are very close in all phases (no significant differences, all p’s > 0.48). This is also the case for each technique taken alone (all p’s > 0.20, most of them large). In other words, we have no interaction between Aids and Tech. Regarding task completion times in learning phases (see Figure 7-b), they are also very close except for L1 (p = 0.026, d = 0.97; all p’s > 0.6 for L2-L4). The difference for L1 suggests that images might help to initiate the creation of mnemonics. Thus, overall, our results do not support (H3): background images (used in addition to stories) may help at the beginning of the memorization process but do not seem to significantly improve memorization afterwards.

As Stories and Stories+Images lead to very similar results, we now compare the first and the second experiments (i.e., Baseline vs. Semantics, two groups of 24 participants) to evaluate H2. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the results by Tech. First, the overall recall rate is significantly higher for Semantics than for Baseline for all phases but R1 (from R1 to R5: p = 0.116; p = 0.027, d = 0.66; p = 0.014, d = 0.74; p = 0.015, d = 0.73; p = 0.025, d = 0.67). Moreover, there are no significant differences in task completion time for the learning phases, even when comparing by Tech (all p’s > 0.19). Thus, our results support (H2).

More precisely, as can be observed in Figure 8, there is an interaction with Tech on recall rate: the differences between Semantics and Baseline are more important for MarkingMenus than for BodyLoci. In fact, differences are not significant for BodyLoci and only show trends for R1 and R3 (p = 0.097, p = 0.423, p = 0.076; p = 0.184, p = 0.145). In contrast, all the differences are significant for MarkingMenus except for R1 (p = 0.328; p = 0.006, d = 0.83; p = 0.014, 0.015)
Recall Rate

The differences are significant for R2 (p = 0.009, d = 0.73) and, interestingly, for R4, the retention phase (p = 0.012, d = 0.60) and for R5 (p = 0.027, d = 0.51), but not for R3 (p = 0.160). Regarding task completion times in learning phases, the participants took significantly more time with BodyLoci than with MarkingMenus (all p’s < 0.001), with differences about 2 s in all phases (see the “semantics” bars in Figure 9). This difference in time is similar to what was observed in BodyLoci (exp.2).

In accordance with the previous result, MarkingMenus performed better than BodyLoci in this second experiment (Figure 8). The differences are significant for R2 (p = 0.002, d = 0.94; p = 0.011, d = 0.77) and these differences are large, e.g., an improvement of 18.3% for R3 and of 28.5% for R4 (retention). Thus, inciting users to create stories substantially improves memorization with MarkingMenus, and there is a trend suggesting that BodyLoci also benefits from this mnemonic aid.

In accordance with the previous result, MarkingMenus performed better than BodyLoci in this second experiment (Figure 8). Thus, inciting users to create stories substantially improves memorization with MarkingMenus, and there is a trend suggesting that BodyLoci also benefits from this mnemonic aid.

Subjective results. For this study, 58.3% of the participants preferred using MarkingMenus over 33.3% for BodyLoci (p = 0.21) (instead of 58.3% vs. 20.8% in the previous experiment). Results are shown in Figure 7-c. MarkingMenus was again preferred on several aspects (comfort p < 0.01; mental demand p < 0.01). Differences for the other aspects revealed some trends in accordances with the previous experiment (fatigue p = 0.08, recall rate p = 0.09, progression p = 0.09). However, overall participants better appreciated BodyLoci than in the previous experiment, although they were more efficient using MarkingMenus (which was not the case in the previous experiment). Perhaps semantics aids made using BodyLoci more enjoyable.

We also asked participants if they would like using BodyLoci. Most participants showed interested in using this technique (median = 5.5 on a 7 level Likert scale), but some had mixed feelings. For instance, a participant reported “I find this way of memorizing intuitive” (p2), but another said “I don’t see myself using this technique outside a video game context” (P14).

6 MEMORIZATION STRATEGIES

At the end of each experiment, we asked participants about the strategies they used. More precisely we asked them the following questions: (1) what strategies did you use to memorize commands, (2) did you change these strategies during the experiment and (3) did you find some commands or categories easier to memorize than others. The results (summarized in Table 1) show similar patterns between participants and do not seem to depend on techniques (not clear differences were found). We list the main strategies below:

Command grouping. More than two thirds of the participants (67% for Exp. 1; 71% for Exp. 2) created chunks of commands, which could either only include a couple (e.g. “the eagle is flying above the monkey” Exp1-P2) or all the commands inside a category (e.g. “the positions of the commands formed a shape and I repeated their names sequentially to recall the position of each” Exp1-P7).

Visual imagery. More than half of the participants (58%; 58%) learned the commands by visualizing them (e.g. “I imagined the lion attacking my ribs” Exp2-P15) or memorized layouts of commands displayed on the interface. On the other hand, 29% reported having trouble memorizing abstract commands, mainly from the “Edition” category. This varied across participants as they were more or less familiar with different commands, depending on their background.

Gesture memorization. With less consistency, 40% of the participants (33%; 46%) used gestures to memorize categories and commands. Some of them said that gestures would come to their mind “automatically” when asked to select certain commands. Gestures demanding more effort seemed to be better memorized (e.g. “Play was particularly annoying because I had to make a lot of efforts to reach it” Exp1-P12), as remarked in previous work (e.g. [11]).

Remarkable positions. The position of the commands was another important characteristic: 35% of the participants (33%; 38%) said that a command was easier to recall if it was at the same position than its category (or towards the opposite direction with MarkingMenus). In addition, about 17% of the participants (4%; 29%) grouped commands that were semantically unrelated, but located nearby (e.g. “the monkey is on the bag playing with oranges” Exp2-P19).

Finally, we asked participants how they took advantage of background images. Over the 12 participants who performed under this condition, 7 of them said they used them with MarkingMenus, but only 2 with BodyLoci. Some participants did not pay attention to the images and/or perceived them as a decorative background (despite our instructions). Other participants took into account the color (“the monkey has the same color as the cupboard” Exp2-P1) or the shape (“the cactus has the shape of a spray” Exp2-P15). Another common strategy was to relate commands and background images semantically (e.g. “open the window” Exp2-P1 and “mushroom grows in the forest outside” Exp2-P8).
7 DISCUSSION
Our study compares body-guided gestures and mid-air directional gestures for command memorization. On the other hand, it compares different levels of semantic aids. Overall, it provides comparative results involving on-body interaction and semantic aids that are yet either rare or missing in the current literature. Its most compelling result is that a simple instruction inciting users to create stories substantially improved memorization: up to 13.1% for BodyLoci and 28.5% for Marking Menus. This suggests that inducing users to leverage memorization strategies could have an important impact on user interfaces. For instance, providing hints or examples while using a graphical interface could help users to master gestural techniques, and thus to popularize such techniques.

Another interesting result is the efficiency of Marking menus and the fact that they benefited more from semantic aids than BodyLoci. While Marking Menus are often claimed to be very efficient, few with Marking menus can be explained by the previous reason; besides using the BodyLoci technique). However, results may have been more difficult for users (e.g. some user did not even notice background images, especially when using BodyLoci). Another possible explanation is that these aids may be partly redundant when using BodyLoci because body parts involve semantic information that users may use spontaneously, contrary to Marking menus that rely on abstract gestures.

Finally, adding background images did not yield noticeable improvements, possibly because participants were already using visual imagery or focusing on the command selection task. As a consequence, they may have been overloaded with information [16, 31], or just considered images as a decoration (as mentioned during the interviews), a problem known as selective attention [9, 26].

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented the first memorization study that compares an on-body interaction technique to a conventional one. We reported the design of BodyLoci, an on-body interaction technique favoring gestural shortcuts in VR. This experiment with 24 participants showed the efficiency of both techniques for memorizing gestural commands. However, while on-body interaction has been speculated to specifically favor memorization, both techniques performed similarly.

A second experiment based on the same design with 24 other participants evaluated different levels of semantic aids (creating stories while memorizing commands with or without background images). Using background images did not provide a significant improvement. However, comparing the two experiments highlighted a compelling benefit of instructing users to create stories. This benefit was particularly strong for the retention phase (24 hours after learning) of Marking Menus, with an improvement of 28.5%. This result suggests that inducing users to leverage memorization strategies could significantly help them in using interaction techniques in expert mode.

Finally, after analyzing the results of the interviews conducted after each experiment, we classified the memorization strategies elaborated by the participants (command grouping, visual imagery, gesture memorization, etc.). The elicitation of these strategies provide guidelines that could help designing techniques that facilitate the creation of mnemonics.

In the future, we would like to better understand the potential of BodyLoci. As we performed our evaluations with novice users, we plan to conduct longer evaluations to better assess the impact of user expertise. Such an evaluation may also help evaluating the effect of muscle memory [41], a phenomenon which might explain the “automatic” recall of gestures reported by some participants while performing BodyLoci gestures. Finally, we would like to develop techniques inducing users to leverage memorization strategies (such as creating stories), as this could make gestural techniques more efficient and more pleasant to use.
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